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and peasant communities, as the many examples produced by
Gummere and others seem to show. But it is equally certain
that it can hardly have produced the ballad versions we possess,
and because this fact was forgotten, most of the controversy
about origins remained unreal.
Another questionable assumption has been maintained
during the argument, namely, that such a thing as a pure
folk-culture really exists. Except in primitive communities in
which a "homogeneous folk" in Kittredge's phrase, may be
found, the concept of an art belonging wholly to the folk is
a fiction, or at best, a mathematical "limit" which is never
reached. That such an assumption has been maintained so
widely in ballad scholarship can probably be traced back to
German habits of thought, as M. Davenson suggests.13
Between "Folksong" and "Artsong", "Naturpoesie" and
"Kunstpoesie", the same kind of antithesis has been estab-
lished as that which the German sociologists are so fond of
making between spiritual Kultur and mechanical Zivilisation,
between the organic "community" and the artificial "society".
In both instances, the same kind of critical concept is being
used. Entities like Folksong and Artsong are dangerous for a
critic to handle since he may allow himself to hypostatize
them and to end "in all innocence by using them as if they
connoted classes of empirical reality". "Pure" Folksong in
the sense of the opposite to Artsong has probably never been
found in historic Europe. On the contrary, there has been
a continuous descent of learned literature into oral tradition,
a continual "contamination" of popular literature by Art.
Folksingers include in their repertoire all kinds of material
including recent poems by known authors, and they appear
to make no distinction between these and songs which scholars
describe as traditional. The influence of the literature and music
of the elite on folksingers has been studied by Meier and other
German scholars who have opposed the more orthodox
opinion of their countrymen. The title of Meier's book,
Artsongs in the mouth of the People (Kuristlieder im Volksmunde,
1906), shows his approach, French scholars, also, have studied
their own folksongs in the same way, and have shown that

